SUMMARY We propose a noise suppression method based on multimodel compositions and multi-pass search. In real environments, input speech for speech recognition includes many kinds of noise signals. To obtain good recognized candidates, suppressing many kinds of noise signals at once and finding target speech is important. Before noise suppression, to find speech and noise label sequences, we introduce multi-pass search with acoustic models including many kinds of noise models and their compositions, their n-gram models, and their lexicon. Noise suppression is framesynchronously performed using the multiple models selected by recognized label sequences with time alignments. We evaluated this method using the E-Nightingale task, which contains voice memoranda spoken by nurses during actual work at hospitals. The proposed method obtained higher performance than the conventional method.
Introduction
We have been working on the E-Nightingale Project to establish the fundamental technology for a knowledge sharing system based on understanding everyday activities and situations [1] , [2] . The project focuses on the prevention and reduction of medical malpractice in medical care domains. We have been collecting and analyzing voice memoranda recorded by nurses about their services and tasks while working [3] . Recently, we started to evaluate the performance of speech recognition for these voice memoranda. However, such recognition is difficult because they are very noisy spontaneous speech that includes many kinds of noise signals and other voices. These data also include general problems of speech recognition in real environments.
Many noise suppression methods have been proposed to improve the performance of speech recognition for noisy speech. For stationary noise signals, Spectral Subtraction [4] and Parallel Model Combination [5] have been proposed. The Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) based Minimum Mean-Squared Error (MMSE) method [6] assumes that input noise is stationary but fluctuating. Recently, noise suppression research has focused on non-stationary noise, including a sequential EM approach [7] , a particle filtering approach [8] , and so on. Since these methods usually assume that only one kind of noise signal exists, applying them to noisy speech that includes many kinds of noise signals is difficult. In general, not only stationary noise signals but also accidental noise signals occur in real environments. Furthermore, obtaining the actual noise signals from input signals is very difficult. We must consider how to detect noise signals, suppress them, and find the target speech.
We propose a noise suppression method that searches for the best multi-label paths using multi-model compositions. First, we consider that a noise suppression process resembles a search process because it needs to find speech and noise intervals. To obtain the time alignments of utterances and noise signals from noisy speech data, we apply a multi-pass search using acoustic models for speech and noise signals, noise-label n-gram models, and a noise-label lexicon. The most important problem is estimating intervals overlapped by many kinds of sources and suppressing their noise signals. Reference [9] uses Multi-class AdaBoost to detect noise signals that suddenly happen and contaminate speech. To solve this problem, our models combine many sound sources and use them both for search and noise suppression as acoustic models. There are many ideal combinations, but actual existing combinations in real environments are usually limited. If the amount of training data is large enough and situations for using speech recognition are limited, the coverage of obtained composite models can even be large for open data. Using obtained label sequences by multi-pass search, one model for each frame is allocated, and an extension of the GMM-based MMSE method [6] for multi-model compositions can reduce noise signals even if utterances are contaminated by several noise signals.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. First, in Sect. 2, we briefly explain our motivation, the E-Nightingale project, and its recognition task. Next, our proposed method is described in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we perform experiments and report results and conclude this paper in Sect. 5. In the noise suppression process, the above models, Fig. 3 Overview of multi-model noise suppression.
that is, the speech and noise models including clean speech models, the label lexicon, and the label n-gram models, are used in a speech recognizer to recognize speech and noise labels; identical to usual speech recognition. Instead of word sequences, sequences of speech and noise labels with time information are obtained by this search. Therefore, this process can be considered a multi-pass search. Using recognized labels with time information, model-based frame-wise noise suppression is performed. For this approach, time alignments are needed to find which labels are allocated to frames. We extend the GMM-based MMSE method [6] to obtain estimated clean speech by multiple noise models. Its details will be described in Sect. 3.3.
Finally, standard speech recognition is performed with phoneme acoustic models, word n-gram models, and a word lexicon for estimated clean speech, and word sequences are obtained as recognition results.
3.2 Multi-Layered Labels and Composite Models Figure 4 shows an example of multi-layered noise labels and composite models. To consider overlapped noise signals, we first made each speech or noise model and then combinations among them. As shown at the bottom of Fig. 4 , a multi-layered label sequence can be represented by a sequence of composite models generated by combinations of the mixture components of a few models in the same manner as [5] . We call a label of composite model a multi-label. Each multi-label is added to a lexicon as one entry. As a sample of composite models, Fig When the best multi-label sequence is obtained by noise recognition, different kinds of noise signals can be allocated for each frame, and clean speech can be estimated by GMM-based MMSE extended to plural noise models using definitions described in the next section. 
GMM-Based
where i is the frame index, S (i) is the clean speech, Nn(i) is the n-th kind of noises, and N is the amount of noises. In such a definition, the number of noise sources is usually one. However, we assume that observed noise includes many kinds of noise sources. In the log Mel-spectral domain, when s(i)=log S(i), nn(i)=log Nn(i), and x(i)=log X(i), Eq. (1) 
where M is the number of mixture components dependent on the combined noise GMMs. Probability P (m•bx(i)) is estimated using the composite model:
where the m- respectively. If covariance matrices are diagonal, composite models can be obtained by combining them incrementally. Incrementally combined models are identical to models combined all at once. When more than two models are combined, first, two models are selected and combined. Next, another model is added to this composite model, and then this composition is continued until all models have been combined into one model. Therefore, each process of model combination is identical to that of the single noise model. Theoretically, M in Eq. (6) grows exponentially when the number of combined models increases, or the number of mixture components for each model increases. However, the number of combined models is usually not so large. In our experiments described below, the maximum number of combined models is three. Therefore, it can be small if only main noise models are selected. Also, the number of mixture components can be limited based on computational resources.
After the mismatch factor is estimated, in the same manner as [10] , the impulse response is calculated for the negative value of the mismatch factor, and clean speech is estimated by filtering in the time domain by convoluting the impulse response with input noisy speech. The process of this noise reduction can apparently be defined in the log Mel-spectral domain, too. If the same features based on the log Mel-spectral domain are used in the speech recognition step, the time domain process is redundant. However, this implementation is also useful because one can use differ- ATRASR large-vocabulary speech recognition system version 3.6 developed by the ATR Spoken Language Communication Labs. Its decoder was used both for noise label and word recognition. In this decoder, the bigram model was used with the acoustic model on the first pass, and the trigram model was used to rescore candidates on the second pass. As acoustic models for word recognition, phoneme HMMs with 2,086 states generated by the MDL-SSS algorithm [12] were used. Since all test speakers were female, we only used a female acoustic model. To obtain the female acoustic model with five mixture components, 21-hour female speech data were used. MAP-VFS [14] was used as the speaker-adaptation method. For Multi-Model Noise Suppression, noise intervals became almost clean if noise recognition worked well, but they remained noisy when noise intervals couldn't be estimated. Therefore, the result's labels were obtained by noise recognition, and then phoneme models and a silence model were separately trained to obtain speaker-dependent and noisy silence models. Table 2 shows evaluation patterns. As a conventional method, we evaluated Single-Model Noise Suppression (SM-NS) that uses one distribution for noise modeling. This distribution is estimated from 100ms at the beginning of each input file. Pattern (1) used the speaker-independent acoustic model (SI-AM), i.e., the female SI-AM, without noise suppression. As a clean speech GMM used in noise suppression, (2) speaker-independent (SI) and (3) speakerdependent (SD) GMMs were used, respectively. The SD-GMM was obtained by noise suppression with SI-GMM and speaker adaptation because we did not have any clean speech data for speaker adaptation. In (4), un-processed data were recognized by the SD-AMs adapted using pattern (3). On the other hand, the data processed by (3) were recognized by the SD-AMs in (5). As for our proposed method, Multi-Model Noise Suppression (MM-NS), we evaluated two types of noise label recognition with (6) & (8) FBANK and (7) & (9) MFCC. Both (6) & (7) used SI-AM, and (8) & (9) used the SD-AMs. (6), (7), (8), and (9) used recognized labels (RLAB) for noise suppression, but (10) used manual labels (MLAB). These proposed methods from patterns (6) to (10) used SD-GMMs, and background noise models were estimated in the same manner as the noise distribution of SM-NS. Table 3 shows the average SNR for each noise suppression method. To calculate these SNRs, target utterance intervals were extracted, and noise power was calculated from 500-ms intervals at both sides of the speech intervals. Since noise intervals were almost clean in the ideal case of our proposed method, (10) MM-NS (MLAB), the obtained SNR was very high. (6) & (8), and (7) & (9) MM-NS (RLAB) obtained many more noisy signals than (10) because result labels included many mistakes. However, the SNRs obtained by our proposed methods from patterns (6) to (9) were higher than those obtained by conventional methods (2) and (3). We checked some of them by Welch's t-test with the a 0.05 significance level as statistical hypothesis tests. The average SNRs of patterns (2) SM-NS (SI) and (6) & (8) MM-NS (FBANK, RLAB) were not significantly different. On the other hand, the average SNRs of patterns (2) and (7) & (9) MM-NS (MFCC, RLAB) were significantly different. Table 2 Evaluation patterns. Table 3 Average SNR. Table 4 Label accuracy, Voice Activity Detection (VAD) correct and VAD accuracy. Test set perplexity. Figure 6 shows the test set perplexity of the word bigram and word trigram models. The test set perplexity of 39.4 and 39.3 was obtained for the word bigram and word trigram models, respectively. Also, for some speakers, perplexity over 100 was obtained. Therefore, this task poses many difficulties for language modeling, too.
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Test Set Perplexity
Multi-Label Lexicon and N-gram Models
The Out of Label Vocabulary (OOLV) rate is defined in the same manner as the Out of Vocabulary (OOV) rate as follows:
OOLV= # of unknown multi-labels in test set /# of multi-labels in test set
In this test set, the OOLV rates for single and multi-labels were 1.12% and 3.77%, respectively. The current training data for noise models only included 354 utterances. If the amount of training data increases, OOLV rates will be reduced. Furthermore, it is enough that noise models just cover the frequent noise for noise suppression. Test set perplexity for the multi-label bigram and multilabel trigram models was 8.08 and 6.47, respectively. This shows that using multi-label n-gram models is meaningful.
Performance of Voice Activity Detection
We also evaluated the performance of the Label Accuracy (LA) rates and Voice Activity Detection (VAD) by MM-NS search. Table 4 shows LA, VAD correct, and VAD accuracy rates. LA rate is defined in the same manner as word accuracy:
where Nl is the total number of labels, Ni is the number of insertion errors, Nd is the number of deletion errors, and Ns is the number of substitution errors. The LA rates for the all test sets were 33.96% for (6) & (8) MM-NS (FBANK) and 38.23% for (7) & (9) MM-NS (MFCC). For noise label recognition, the obtained MFCCs outperformed FBANK outputs because MFCCs can smooth spectral envelopes and emphasize spectral characteristic.
LA rates can show the correctness of label sequences without time information. Our proposed method needs time alignments to allocate noise models for noise suppression. However, exact label sequences with time information are not so important. Detecting only target speech intervals is more important. Therefore, we evaluated the correctness of VAD. To evaluate VAD, according to [15] , VAD correct and accuracy rates are defined as VAD Corr= Nc/Nu, VAD Acc=(Nc-Nf)/Nu, where Nu is the number of utterance intervals, Nc is the number of correct utterance intervals, and Nf is the number of false utterance intervals. Including 500-ms margins, the correct rate was 85%, and the accuracy rate was 33% for (6) & (8) MM-NS (FBANK). For (7) & (9) MM-NS (MFCC), the correct and accuracy rates were 83% and 30%, respectively. The false alarm is large, but for speech recognition it is more preferable than deletion errors. In this paper, we did not extract detected speech intervals: we only used the decision for Eq. (10). Figure 8 shows the word accuracy rate for each method. The conventional method using SI-GMM, i.e., (2) SM-NS (SI), obtained much lower performance than the baseline, (1). Since the data included much speech including others' speech and the target person's speech, insertion errors increased after background noise suppression. Therefore, in this task, speaker-adapted acoustic models are needed to extract target utterances. Pattern (3) used SD-GMM in noise suppression, but its performance was still slightly lower than (1)'s baseline performance. However, our proposed methods, (6) and (7), with SI-AMs outperformed the conventional method. Next, we describe the performance of the methods using SD-AMs. Compared to (4), the conventional method, (5), obtained a small error reduction rate, 1.64%. On the other hand, our proposed methods obtained higher improvements. Compared to (4), (8) MM-NS (FBANK, RLAB) and (9) MM-NS (MFCC, RLAB) obtained 6.45% and 7.64% error reduction rates, respectively. Therefore, the proposed method is more effective than the conventional method.
Sample Waveforms by Noise Suppression
Recognition Performance
Although pattern (10) is ideal, the performance of pattern (9) closely resembled pattern (10) showing that MFCC finds label sequences better than FBANK.
To make clear advantages of the proposed method, we also tried to evaluate a pattern which SM-NS used a noise GMM trained using noise data instead of a single noise distribution. However, this pattern could not obtain better performance than the baseline because the GMM-based noise suppression assumes that the noise GMM re-weighted by posteriori probabilities represents a noise signal, and it is subtracted from an input speech. This method may work well if weights can be estimated correctly. However, it is difficult, and estimated clean speech is usually distorted. Table 5 Total # of distributions in composite models . Average values for eight speakers' models.
Fig. 9
Label accuracy for several mixture models. Furthermore, we evaluated the particle filtering approach [8] for this task as one noise suppression method for non-stationary noise. However, using speaker-adapted models, this method with 200 particles obtained 34.92% word accuracy which was lower than that of (4) baseline. It may be difficult to estimate noise signals from such noisy speech including so many kinds of sound sources.
Effectiveness of Number of Mixture Components
Additionally, we evaluated the effect of the number of mixture components in GMMs for MM-NS. These GMMs affect the performances both of noise label recognition and noise suppression. Table 5 shows the total number of distributions for four, eight, and 12 mixture models of patterns (8) and (9). The total number of distributions grows exponentially. Figures 9 and 10 shows label accuracy and VAD correct/accuracy, respectively. The results for four mixture components are identical as previous results. Label accuracy increased when the number of components increased. However, VAD collect and accuracy decreased for the 12 mixture models. It may be considered an overfitting problem. Figure 11 shows word accuracy for several mixture models. Although the total number of distributions grows exponentially, noise suppression performance can be improved when the number of mixture components increases.
Here, we'll describe the features of our proposed method. First, detecting target speech intervals is important.
Non-target speech intervals are suppressed by mismatch factors independently of estimated noise labels. Second, even if label accuracy is low, label-misrecognized intervals can be compensated for with similar noise distributions in selected models. Furthermore, noise GMMs with a larger number of mixture components are better both for noise label recognition and noise suppression if the amount of training data is large enough.
Conclusion
We proposed multi-model noise suppression with a multipass search strategy to suppress many kinds of noise signals in realistic environments. Conventional noise suppression methods experience difficulty improving the performance of speech recognition for noisy speech contaminated by several kinds of noise signals. To reduce the noise signals of intervals overlapped by several kinds of sources, models combined with several models were used. To estimate the intervals of several sources included in input data, a multipass search was performed using speech and noise models including composite models, noise-label n-gram models, and a noise-label lexicon. Using noise-label sequences with time information obtained by the search process, the GMM-based MMSE method extended to multi-model compositions was performed for noise suppression.
To evaluate this method, we used the E-Nightingale task recorded in real situations and environments.
Experimental results show that our proposed method is more effective than the conventional method. Using multi-model compositions and multipass search, the proposed method can find speech intervals and suppress several noise signals at once. Although the required computational resources grow exponentially, models with the a larger number of mixture components can obtain better performance.
